Construction Update — Thursday 16 January 2020

Key activities for Stage 1 tower

- After a short break over the Christmas and New Year period, construction is back in full swing onsite.

- The final concrete pour for the ground floor slab will take place this month and the concrete for the first level of the tower is being poured in sections.

- The high voltage works from Kingswood Substation to Derby and Stafford Streets is now complete, with works to the intersection of Derby and Somerset Streets scheduled to take place this month.

- The contract for the hospital tower ICT network design is scheduled to be awarded by February 2020.

New childcare centre

- Blue wall frames, roofing frames and precast wall joints have been erected onsite.

- Work on the brick walls and roof sheeting began this week.

Did you know?
To ensure the safety of workers onsite, construction is temporarily paused at Nepean Hospital when air quality and visibility is poor.